
Effective Communications

Question 1
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

 Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

Always treat everyone in a manner in which you would wish to be treated, with privacy, dignity and respect. Always
use an appropriate gesture, manner or language (including sign language or Braille where relevant) to aid
communication. Where appropriate, modify communication style and tone to appear at an equivalent or
appropriate level in the communication to enhance understanding.

O True

O False

Question 2
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

Always treat everyone in a manner in which you would wish to be treated, with privacy, dignity
and respect. Always use an appropriate gesture, manner or language (including sign language or
Braille where relevant) to aid communication. Where appropriate, modify communication style
and tone to appear at an equivalent or appropriate level in the communication to enhance
understanding.

[   ] I come in, do what I can get away with, and go home

[   ] In every working day, I give my best when working

[   ] By the end of the day, I am tired, irritable and abusive and do not care much

[   ] During the working day, I take a few extra breaks

Question 3
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

When taking into consideration an individuals abilities to contemplate, understand and / or comprehend, be aware of
any specific reasons including ethnic and social background, culture, life experience and communication
preferences, (e.g. title-Mr or Sir, mode-direct contact, telephone, letter, email, other – through intermediaries, similar
age

O True

O False

Question 4
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

When taking into consideration an individuals abilities to contemplate, understand and / or
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comprehend, be aware of any specific reasons including ethnic and social background, culture,
life experience and communication preferences, (e.g. title-Mr or Sir, mode-direct contact, telephone, letter, email,
other – through intermediaries, similar age).

[   ] Clients have rights and responsibilities, and I told them that I respect that

[   ] I respect their rights, as long as they do not conflict with mine

[   ] I interact with many people, though I do not always agree with their actions

[   ] Individual’s can do as they wish, it is nothing to do with me

Question 5
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

Communications should be current, complete, accurate and relevant to the issues discussed and
feed back should be valid to the area of discussion. Where relevant, written signed and dated
minutes or statements will be needed to confirm the discussion/s. Have an appropriate setting.
Lighting, bright or dim, natural or artificial, effective room temperatures. No distractions, radio,
computer, people walking by, untoward interventions, telephone calls. Where equipment is used,
ensure it is working properly, such as overhead projector, computer software, demonstration
equipment.

O True

O False

Question 6
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

Communications should be current, complete, accurate and relevant to the issues discussed and
feed back should be valid to the area of discussion. Where relevant, written signed and dated
minutes or statements will be needed to confirm the discussion/s. Have an appropriate setting.
Lighting, bright or dim, natural or artificial, effective room temperatures. No distractions, radio,
computer, people walking by, untoward interventions, telephone calls. Where equipment is used,
ensure it is working properly, such as overhead projector, computer software, demonstration
equipment.

[   ] Clients have rights and responsibilities, and I told them that I respect that

[   ] I respect their rights, as long as they do not conflict with mine

[   ] I interact with many people, though I do not always agree with their actions

[   ] Individual’s can do as they wish, it is nothing to do with me

Question 7
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

Knowledge of the individuals previous and current behaviour may help interactive discussion
between individuals. This should lead to a pro-active situation enabling different solutions to be
decided which are not necessarily totally correct, but it may be suitable for the present, allowing
for a change of heart or direction at a later time. Make the environment appropriate for
communication, a quiet large or small room, close contact or distance, casual or formal seating
and/or clothing.

O True

O False
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Question 8
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

Knowledge of the individuals previous and current behaviour may help interactive discussion
between individuals. This should lead to a pro-active situation enabling different solutions to be
decided which are not necessarily totally correct, but it may be suitable for the present, allowing
for a change of heart or direction at a later time. Make the environment appropriate for
communication, a quiet large or small room, close contact or distance, casual or formal seating
and/or clothing.

[   ] They get on my nerves, always changing their minds

[   ] They can change their minds as often as they wish, despite my concerns and deep
suspicions

[   ] Once a decision is made, it should be adhered to

[   ] I encourage individuals to make decisions, but it is for them to change their mind if they
wish

Question 9
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

Where behaviour goes beyond reasonable conduct, the individual is advised that their conduct is
unacceptable, and if it is not curtailed, then actions will be taken to ensure that the behaviour is
brought into line with the Home's policies and procedures and where relevant, legal actions taken.

O True

O False

Question 10
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

Where behaviour goes beyond reasonable conduct, the individual is advised that their conduct is
unacceptable, and if it is not curtailed, then actions will be taken to ensure that the behaviour is
brought into line with the Home's policies and procedures and where relevant, legal actions taken.

[   ] Individuals are free to do as they wish

[   ] Inappropriate behaviour needs to be challenged whenf it doen not affects others

[   ] Individuals have rights, even when that impinges on their responsibilities

[   ] Sometimes an individual can impose on others rights, even if it is upsetting them

Question 11
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

Feedback, review and evaluation are systems used to look back over what has been communicated
to see if it has had value and use. Where communications do not improve or prevent deterioration,
others of a more senior level may be asked to intervene. Any recording of the communication
should be signed by either all parties or by the person with authority to write on behalf of the
Home.

O True
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O False

Question 12
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

Feedback, review and evaluation are systems used to look back over what has been communicated
to see if it has had value and use. Where communications do not improve or prevent deterioration,
others of a more senior level may be asked to intervene. Any recording of the communication
should be signed by either all parties or by the person with authority to write on behalf of the
Home.

[   ] Feedback  is what is heard from a distorted amplifier

[   ] Review is what a critic thinks about a play at the theatre

[   ] Evaluation means not to devaluate 

[   ] Feedback, review and evaluation are the tools of all communication

Question 13
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

Where possible and appropriate, agreed solutions to diminish unacceptable behaviour should be
sought. Agreement should be achieved without harsh or punitive actions in the first instance and
where appropriate, any agreement should be part of the care plan, written up in that plan to reflect
the agreed outcome. There may also be a specific contract signed by all relevant parties, a letter
from the Home stating the situation and / or requirement, or a written letter from the individual,
outlining any agreed changes

O True

O False

Question 14
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

Where possible and appropriate, agreed solutions to diminish unacceptable behaviour should be
sought. Agreement should be achieved without harsh or punitive actions in the first instance and
where appropriate, any agreement should be part of the care plan, written up in that plan to reflect
the agreed outcome. There may also be a specific contract signed by all relevant parties, a letter
from the Home stating the situation and / or requirement, or a written letter from the individual,
outlining any agreed changes

[   ] I normally like to throw a spanner in the works

[   ] Agreement is like lunch, just for wimps

[   ] Agreed solutions ensure the best outcomes forindividuals

[   ] A solution is water based, so I dont agree with it

Question 15
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

INTERACTIONS

Three out of six are correct
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[   ]  I spoke quickly and cursed at them

[   ]  My tone was concerned and my language simple

[   ] The body language was showing a wish to help but the gestures and actions were harsh

[   ] Everything about them made me feel they wanted to be helped

[   ] They were too close and low which made me feel uncomfortable

[   ] They leaned forward in their chair which made me feel they were listening

Question 16
Develop relationships with people which value them as individuals

ASSISTANCE

Three out of six are correct

[   ] The client in the wheelchair could not get past the ladder in the corridor

[   ] I asked the client whether they could get by, or did they need help

[   ] They were talking to me but I was not listening

[   ] They were so interesting, I hung on every word

[   ] I walked with the client, gently supporting their arm

[   ] I was late so I took hold of the wheelchair and squeezed it through the gap

Question 17
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

The Home is a place of care from which good communications are imperative for good care. Each employee
contributes to a therapeutic environment and it is essential that they understand the importance of good
communications. Communications should be at a pace and level that enables a variety of individuals, (i.e. clients,
employees and others) to understand, comprehend and/or action the information being given.

[   ] I spoke to the person in a way that respected their identity and ability to comprehend

[   ] I rushed through the communication as I had a train to catch, I thought I was on the right
track

[   ] I was able to communicate culturally, but I did not agree with their beliefs

[   ] Their belief systems and practices are of no interest to me

Question 18
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

The Home is a place of care from which good communications are imperative for good care. Each employee
contributes to a therapeutic environment and it is essential that they understand the importance of good
communications. Communications should be at a pace and level that enables a variety of individuals, (i.e. clients,
employees and others) to understand, comprehend and/or action the information being given.

O True

O False
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Question 19
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

The style, delivery and the tone (this includes inflexion and gravity) should be reflective of the
situation. Any discussion must be in an appropriate place, especially if confidential information is
being discussed. The spatial distance and position between individuals should reflect the need and
situation. Any abilities and / or disabilities of individuals must be taken into account.

 

[   ] I agree with the above statement

[   ] I disagree with the above statement

[   ] Their tone of voice was brusque, so I got up and left

[   ] I could tell they were nervous because of the fidgeting and they could not speak

[   ] Everything about them made me feel I had enjoyed the communication

[   ] The information was extremely interesting, but the delegate rather dull

Question 20
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

When the communication, (including personal feelings) is of an anti-social or negative impact to
the individuals or others health and welfare, the carer should take actions to prevent harm to
individuals and the effects on others. Obstacles to effective communication should be minimised
or removed, as far as can be possible. Where a change or changes are felt to be a requirement or a
need, the appropriate person (through seniority or qualification) should be contacted either by
formal or informal personal discussions, written requests or as part of a group meeting. The
process is dealt with in an appropriate manner without giving off negative or defamatory verbal or
non-verbal language, which may cause the undermining of an individual. Under no circumstance
should bad language be used.

O True

O False

Question 21
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

When the communication, (including personal feelings) is of an anti-social or negative impact to
the individuals or others health and welfare, the carer should take actions to prevent harm to
individuals and the effects on others. Obstacles to effective communication should be minimised
or removed, as far as can be possible. Where a change or changes are felt to be a requirement or a
need, the appropriate person (through seniority or qualification) should be contacted either by
formal or informal personal discussions, written requests or as part of a group meeting. The
process is dealt with in an appropriate manner without giving off negative or defamatory verbal or
non-verbal language, which may cause the undermining of an individual. Under no circumstance
should bad language be used.

[   ] If only they had a microphone, I may have enjoyed the talk

[   ] I was too far away to hear what was going on

[   ] They are interesting to talk to, but I refused tot discuss confidential information at a bus
stop
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[   ] I only talk in technical jargon, Iit makes me feel professional

Question 22
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

Communications should be current, complete, accurate and relevant to the issues discussed and
feed back should be valid to the area of discussion. Where relevant, written signed and dated
minutes or statements will be needed to confirm the discussion/s

 

O True

O False

Question 23
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

Communications should be current, complete, accurate and relevant to the issues discussed and
feed back should be valid to the area of discussion. Where relevant, written signed and dated
minutes or statements will be needed to confirm the discussion/s.

[   ] After discussion of the clauses, we dated and signed the contract

[   ] We signed the form, but it should have been signed by the Person in Charge

[   ] I signed the document, but I did not understand it

[   ] I read and signed the document, but did not read the small print

Question 24
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

Communication is enhanced where appropriate by agreeing, disagreeing, nodding of the head,
eye contact, posture, and hand gestures. It can also be enhanced by signs, symbols, and pictures,
images, actual objects and written statements. It is devalued by no expression, looking away,
interrupting, diminishing and undermining what is said, ignoring points and looking bored. Ensure
through dialogue, and questioning any statement that may or may not be fact, try simple questions
and answers and more complex, in depth technical questions and answers where appropriate.
Analyse whether a statement is factual and accurate in order to come to a successful conclusion.
Get further opinions where relevant and appropriate.

O True

O False

Question 25
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

Communication is enhanced where appropriate by agreeing, disagreeing, nodding of the head,
eye contact, posture, and hand gestures. It can also be enhanced by signs, symbols, and pictures,
images, actual objects and written statements. It is devalued by no expression, looking away,
interrupting, diminishing and undermining what is said, ignoring points and looking bored. Ensure
through dialogue, and questioning any statement that may or may not be fact, try simple questions
and answers and more complex, in depth technical questions and answers where appropriate.
Analyse whether a statement is factual and accurate in order to come to a successful conclusion.
Get further opinions where relevant and appropriate.
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[   ] I hurt their feelings as they deserved to be told

[   ] I ordered some tea and biscuits as well as some tissues as I knew they would be upset

[   ] If the employee does not like it, they can leave

[   ] It sometimes hurts but it had to be said

Question 26
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

Consideration should be given to personal, psychological, financial, spiritual, social and / or
environment factors associated with any situation. Individual personal belief systems, manner of
expression and personal preferences should be accepted when not conflicting with the organisational
policy of the Home and not contrary to law.

O True

O False

Question 27
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

Consideration should be given to personal, psychological, financial, spiritual, social and / or
environment factors associated with any situation. Individual personal belief systems, manner of
expression and personal preferences should be accepted when not conflicting with the organisational
policy of the Home and not contrary to law.

[   ] I knew what they were trying to do and say, I just did not understand the why and
wherefore

[   ] They were so difficult that I ignored them

[   ] Although they could not speak, I could see that they wanted to be Listened to

[   ] They were talking and gesticulating, but neither was listening to either

Question 28
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

Where there are issues to be resolved, or when a carer or manager feels a need, the carer should
write a reflective account of their actions, in order to understand themselves and the dynamics of
the situation. Where a situation appears insoluble, disciplinary action and /or outside arbiters may
be called to resolve any conflict.

O True

O False

Question 29
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

Where there are issues to be resolved, or when a carer or manager feels a need, the carer should
write a reflective account of their actions, in order to understand themselves and the dynamics of
the situation. Where a situation appears insoluble, disciplinary action and /or outside arbiters may
be called to resolve any conflict.

[   ] I generally know how good I am and tell others so
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[   ] Each year I complete a Self Appraisal to assess my performance in the workplace

[   ] We should have an annual review but I never get around to it

[   ] The Person in Charge does not like me and I don’t like them

Question 30
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

Knowledge of the individuals previous and current behaviour may help interactive discussion between individuals.
This should lead to a pro-active situation enabling different solutions to be decided which are not necessarily totally
correct, but it may be suitable for the present, allowing for a change of heart or direction at a later time.

O True

O False

Question 31
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

Knowledge of the individuals previous and current behaviour may help interactive discussion between individuals.
This should lead to a pro-active situation enabling different solutions to be decided which are not necessarily totally
correct, but it may be suitable for the present, allowing for a change of heart or direction at a later time.

[   ] The meeting to thrash out the problems was cancelled because of lack of interest

[   ] The conversation was intimate, and the environment cosy, but I could not get to grips
with the situation

[   ] The Client and their worker finally reconciled their differences and discussed the best
way forward

[   ] The only way to get over any differences is to disagree

Question 32
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

Assistance may be requested by or required for the carer. It may be that a situation was lead by a
carer, but at a point is taken over, either by request or by need for a more appropriate person. In
any situation, professional relationships should prevail and both parties should be aware of the
reasons for a change of tack. There are times when a carer may feel that it was unfair or demeaning
for others to take over the managing role. It is then important after the situation has stabilised to
counsel the carer, so they understand the necessary process that leads to them taking a lesser role.

O True

O False

Question 33
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

Assistance may be requested by or required for the carer. It may be that a situation was lead by a
carer, but at a point is taken over, either by request or by need for a more appropriate person. In
any situation, professional relationships should prevail and both parties should be aware of the
reasons for a change of tack. There are times when a carer may feel that it was unfair or demeaning
for others to take over the managing role. It is then important after the situation has stabilised to
counsel the carer, so they understand the necessary process that leads to them taking a lesser role.
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[   ] I like to punch above my weight

[   ] I normally take on the role of my superior as they cannot be bothered

[   ] I understand that there are situations where I need to step back and let other more
experienced staff take over

[   ] I normally leave things so that someone else can resolve issues

Question 34
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

COMMUNICATION

Four from eight are correct

[   ] They have an interesting way of discussing ideas, they tend to theorise a lot

[   ] Personally, I'd prefer it if they said and did nothing

[   ] It's often difficult to know how they feel, as they have no body language, so I have to find
other approaches

[   ] They tend to speak with their hands

[   ] They were in the right place, but too far away

[   ] They were close enough but not too near

[   ] They wrote me a note but I did not understand the concept

[   ] The letter made it clear what was expected of me

Question 35
Establish and Maintain Effective Communication with People

 OBSTACLES

Two out of four are correct

[   ] The location of the conference made the whole event very helpful

[   ] The office was too small for all of us and I felt claustrophobic

[   ] I did not like them from the first time I saw them

[   ] I am non judgmental in approach until I have had time to make an opinion
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